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Aurora  
Introduction

No matter what you do in life, how you dress or 
how you decorate your home, it is often the little 
details that matter the most.

Even the most expensive and stylish outfit will look unfinished without a 
few thoughtful touches and well-chosen accessories.

But if you really want to take accessorising to the next level, choose 
pieces that have a soul and a meaning. Those are the things that will 
warm your heart every time you wear them and that you will cherish 
forever.

Our jewellery brand based in Ireland, creates exactly those kinds of 
pieces. 

We design and make sterling silver charms and beads that fit all of your 
stories. Every special memory, every emotion or thought will be captured 
in a different charm, together creating a unique piece of jewellery that is 
like an original artwork to your story. 

We dedicate this catalogue for those who want to tell their unique story to 
the world.

So enjoy and pick those which are closest to your heart!

With Love,

Your Aurora Charm Team
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Glass & Silver  
Collection

Cutting corners has never been our style.

Doing something just because everyone else is, has never been good 
enough reason for us. 

We always want to bring you something unique, even if it seems impossible. 
That is why we are presenting you the Aurora’s signature Glass & Silver 
Collection.

This collection was created when Aurora Charm Company was born. We 
are the first company worldwide to bring you these luxurious beads - hand 
finished using special technology carefully connecting the layers of silver 
and adding the glass in between in a way no one has done together before.

Choose from our Celtic motifs, floral designs or delicate lace as a more 
sophisticated way to add colour and style to your bracelet.
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Celtic Eternity -  
Amber 
€59.95
SQT027

Glass & Silver Collection  
Irish - Celtic

Celtic Tree of Life -  
Blue 

€59.95
SQT029

Celtic Shamrock -  
Dark Green 

€59.95
SQT028

We are bringing you mystical Celtic knots from centuries 
ago. These beautiful creations have no beginnings or end 
and represent eternal love and faith in us. “ ”

Irish Celtic Bangle  
€89.95 

Celtic Mystic Knot -  
Purple  
€59.95
B0768
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Glass & Silver Collection  
Folklore

Serenity - Green
€59.95
SQT009

Lucidity - Teal Blue
€59.95
SQT006

Innocence - White Lace 
€59.95
SQT010

Lover’s Song - Red
€59.95
SQT040

Passion - Pink
€59.95
SQT008

“

”
Inspired by traditional folk art, we 
are bringing you floral and lace 
ornaments with a hint of colour, 
combined with a modern twist“
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Glass & Silver Collection  
Summer

Blue Ocean Wave -  
Glass 

€31.95
QTG001

Bora Bora Island -  
Blue Sea Glass 

€36.95
B01214

Tahiti Island -  
Green Sea Glass 

€36.95
B01215

Feel the sun and ocean breeze on your skin, let sea 
waves gently hug your feet and relax on the beach of 
the most beautiful island you have ever been on…“

“
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Summer on the Beach  
Collection
 

At the perfect time when the weather is high, you can strech right up and 
touch the sky. When the weather is fine you got summer, you got summer 
on your mind...

Have a bracelet, have a charm, go out and see 
what you can find…
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Surfboard  
Turquoise Crystals 

€29.95
SQT032

Vintage Summer Van 
Yellow Crystals 

€39.95
SQT034

Tropical Lilies  
Light Green Crystals

€29.95
SQT031

Summer on the Beach  
Collection

Your Tiki Mask from the 
Hawaiian islands is laughing, but 
it will scare the evil spirits away, 
so you don’t have to worry about 
having a bad day anymore. 

“ “
Tiki Mask  

Ocean Blue Crystal 
€39.95
SQT060
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Summer on the Beach  
Collection

This wooden sign bead will show you the way 
to the warmest bays and to the funniest bars all 
over the world, whereever you go. It will bring you 
unforgetable memories of holidays, great fun and 
laughter at a sunny beach.

“
“Beach Signs 

€39.95
SQT059

“
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Summer on the Beach  
Collection

Frangipani  
Yellow & White

€34.95
SQT037

Frangipani  
Red & Yellow

€34.95
SQT035

Frangipani  
Red & Fuchsia

€34.95
SQT036

Frangipani  
Blue & Yellow

€34.95
SQT058

Close your eyes and imagine yourself in 
a tropical paradise…hot summer nights, 
warm sand under your feet and the sweet 
hypnotising smell of tropical flowers will 
promise you unforgettable moments... 

“ “
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Summer on the Beach  
Collection

“Lotus flowers have spiritual meanings because 
they rise from mud and through the water and 
only show their beauty in blossom for a brief 
moment in time. The Lotus represents patience, 
purity, mysticism, victory over attachments, 
enlightenment, love and compassion for all things, 
self-awareness and rising out of suffering. 

“
Lotus Flower  

Blossom
€34.95
SQT033
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Once upon a Time… 
Collection

Once in a while (or more often) everyone needs to escape their reality and 
wants to experience a little magic in their lives. 

Get lost in another world, where everything is 
possible and maybe then you will become aware of 
little miracles in your real life as well...
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Once upon a Time… 
Collection

“In myths and legends of the world, dragons are 
often evil fire-breathing creatures with huge claws 
but our cute baby dragon is nothing like that. He 
is just a baby after all and if you teach him well he 
will bring you happiness and, we believe, he will 
bring the good out of you as well. 

“
Hatching Baby Dragon

€59.95
SQT057

27
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“The Irish myth says Leprechauns bring luck and 
good wealth to you, or grant you 3 wishes when 
you capture them - if you can. The other option 
is to have them on your wrist. How lucky you 
are! That is much easier isn’t it. :)

“
Paddy -  

Irish Leprechaun
€39.95
QTB002

Once upon a Time… 
Collection
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“It’s spooky time. If you’ve ever 
wondered what the after-world 
and it’s creatures would look like, 
well, here they are! However, they 
are not as scary as you might 
think after all. In fact they are just 
looking for a friend just like you. 
Do you dare to be their friend?

“

Scrawnykhamun  
the Mummy

€39.95
QTB004

”

Spooky  
the Ghost

€39.95
SQT061

Once upon a Time… 
Collection
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“

Our mermaid can grab the heart of any man in 
the seven seas. If you think you can handle it, 
get this charm and no man will be able to resist 
you once you put your mind to it. “

Sailor’s Dream -  
Mermaid
€34.95
QTB001

Once upon a Time… 
Collection
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Folklore - Enamel 
Collection

Introducing exciting folk art inspired designs with traditional roots and  
a modern twist. 

Original motifs with bold colours are fresh and 
playful and are great statement beads for  
any outfit.
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The Matyo flower motif is inspired 
by folk art ornaments typical 
of Hungarians, but also part of 
Slovak, Czech, Polish, German 
and Austrian tradition. As winter 
passes, spring comes around, 
flowers are blooming and lovers 
make…well, you get the idea ;) 

“
Folklore -  

Matyo Flowers 
€54.95
SQT007

Folklore - 
Hearts & Flowers 

€49.95
SQT005

”

Folklore - Enamel 
Collection
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Folklore - Enamel 
Collection

Secret Love - Red, White & Green 
Enamel Matyo Flowers 

€49.95
SQT039

Folklore Hearts & Ocean 
Blue Crystals

€54.95
SQT004

Love is everywhere, but sometimes it is hidden. If you 
take a closer look and your heart is pure, you will find 
it. We gave a modern twist to this old Matyo folklore 
motif. Changing the middle to a little heart can warm up 
everybody’s soul in a heartbeat.

“
”

Blooming Love - Red 
Crystals Enamel Heart 

€39.95
SQT041
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Lovebirds on Fire -  
White & Red Enamel Heart 

€42.95
SQT043

Frozen Lovebirds - Red 
& White Enamel Heart 

€42.95
SQT042

Folklore - Enamel 
Collection

No matter if your love is on fire or 
cold as ice, with these lovebirds 
you can make the breakthrough.“ ”
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Cute & Cuddly 
Collection

So cute you will want them all! Each of our animals 
have their own personality and they will be your 
friends, show you love and bring you luck ;)
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Cute & Cuddly - Exotic Animals 
Collection

“

This Sea Turtle charm is on a mission to raise 
awareness about the pollution of our environment. 
Plastic and other waste dumped into the ocean is 
causing harm to sea animals, micro-pieces of plastic 
and chemicals enter their body and through them it 
enters our food chain and has a huge negative impact 
on our own health also.  
Many diseases are caused by these chemicals accumulating in our 
bodies over time. Wearing this Turtle charm is set to inspire you to 
do something positive by lowering plastic use and, therefore, plastic 
waste today!

Also, for every purchase of this turtle, we will make a donation of 
5 EUR to our chosen non-profit organisation* that supports global 
activities dedicated to ocean conservation and protection.  
So this charm not only looks good, but it CAUSES GOOD as well!
* see our website for more up to date information re NPO

“

Happy the Turtle
€44.95
QTB003
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Cute & Cuddly - Exotic Animals 
Collection

I am tough, I am mighty,  
I have the power!“ ”Kitty the Tiger

€39.95
SQT018

Decades may pass but  
I will remember you,  
always and forever.“ ”Bamboo the Elephant 

€39.95
SQT056
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Cute & Cuddly - Forest Animals 
Collection

Hey there! Is it tricky or 
are you lost? I can show 
you the way! I just can’t 
promise any shortcuts.“

Brum-Brum. Can’t you sleep?   
No worries. I will be there right beside 
you, all night long, from now and forever. 
Brum-Brum.“

Sorry I am a little shy.  
Can I have that nut of yours? 
Hmm yummy. Thank you.  
You are the best, best,  
best, best…

“

”
”

”

Smarty the Fox
€34.95
SQT017

Shy the Squirrel
€34.95
SQT015

Teddy the Bear
€34.95
SQT014
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Cute & Cuddly - Forest Animals 
Collection

Boo the Baby Bear
€34.95
SQT019

Boooo! Where is my dummy? Boooo!  
I need diaper change! Boooo! 
I am hungry!“ ”
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Cute & Cuddly - Australian Animals
Collection

First time here in Australia? 
No worries, I will come with 
you and will remind you of 
my place. That includes my 
friends too.

“
Yes, yes, yes! If it is too sunny or dry, the 
Great Barrier Reef is an astonishing place. 
We can swim there together!“

I am here also. We are a 
speciality of this place. 
Sometimes it is a bit 
sunny and dry, but always 
a neverending adventure.

“
”

”
”

Aussie the Koala Bear
€34.95
SQT013

Flippy the Dolphin
€39.95
SQT016

Twisty the Platypus
€34.95
SQT020
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Cute & Cuddly - Farm Animals
Collection

I am Lucky and will bring you wealth 
and good fortune, oink-oink. Also, 
I will be everybodies best friend in 
Asia in 2019.“

I will be your best buddy,  
I just met you and  
I LOVE YOU!“

My name is Pony but I am pretty 
sure I am an unicorn - no matter 
what the others say. “

 I hop you up if you feel down.“

”
”

”
”

Lucky the Pig
€39.95
QTB005

Doddy the Puppy
€34.95 
SQT012

Bunny the Rabbit
€34.95 
SQT054

Pony the Horse
€34.95
SQT055
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Bracelets 
Collection

Our sterling silver bracelets are crafted from the 
finest materials so you know that your charm 
bracelet will last for years to come. Looking for a 
unique style? Stack our leather bracelets and silver 
bangles for the perfect stylish look. 
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Bracelets
Collection

The bangle is designed to be worn and look amazing 
by itself but will look great with our charms as well, 
specifically the Glass & Silver beads as well as most 
of other our beads and charms.

Don’t forget to add the stoppers to ensure that the charm(s) will 
stay in place and won’t slip off! The bracelet is perfectly sized 
when you measure your wrist tightly and add 2 cm / 1 inch.

“

Sterling Silver Stopper & Spacer in one with clear 
silicone centre – simple yet stunning! A great little 
helper when you need to keep your charms in place 
or space them out. A must as a last piece to protect 
your charms from running away when opening your 
Aurora bracelet.

“

”

”
Sterling Silver Celtic Bangle 

€89.95
B01130B17 - 17 cm / 6.7 inch
B01130B19 - 19 cm / 7.5 inch
B01130B21 - 21 cm / 8.3 inch

Aurora stopper
€12.95
ST005
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Bracelets 
Collection

The bracelet is perfectly sized when you measure 
your wrist tightly and add 1 inch / 2 cm.
If you are between sizes ask yourself how you like 
to wear your bracelet. If you wear it tightly choose 
the smaller size and if you like to wear it loosely (or 
have it full of charms) take the next size up.

Please be aware that when you receive a new bracelet it will feel 
stiff, which can make it seem uncomfortably tight. The bracelet 
will quickly soften and become more flexible as you wear it.

“

We recommend that the leather bracelets are worn with a maximum 
of 7-9 charms regardless of the bracelet length. Due to the natural 
properties of leather, it can expand or contract according to the climate, 
moisture, heat and/or how it is stored.“

”

”
Sterling Silver Bracelet 

€54.95
SQTYL17 - 17 cm / 6.7 inch
SQTYL18 - 18 cm / 7.1 inch
SQTYL19 - 19 cm / 7.5 inch
SQTYL20 - 20 cm / 7.9 inch

Single Leather Bracelet - Black
€37.95

PL30117 - 17 cm / 6.7 inch
PL30118 - 18 cm / 7.1 inch
PL30119 - 19 cm / 7.5 inch
PL30120 - 20 cm / 7.9 inch

Single Leather Bracelet - Red
€37.95

PL30217 - 17 cm / 6.7 inch
PL30218 - 18 cm / 7.1 inch
PL30219 - 19 cm / 7.5 inch
PL30220 - 20 cm / 7.9 inch

Single Leather Bracelet - Purple
€37.95

PL30317 - 17 cm / 6.7 inch
PL30318 - 18 cm / 7.1 inch
PL30319 - 19 cm / 7.5 inch
PL30320 - 20 cm / 7.9 inch
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Bracelets 
Collection

If you normally wear 17 or 18 cm bracelet, 
then choose 53 cm triple bracelet. If you 
normally wear 19 or 20 cm bracelet, then 
choose 57 cm triple bracelet. 

We recommend that the leather bracelets are worn with a 
maximum of 7-9 charms regardless of the bracelet length. 
Due to the natural properties of leather, it can expand or 
contract according to the climate, moisture, heat and/or 
how it is stored. This triple bracelet can also be used as a 
charm necklace.

“

”
Triple Leather Bracelet - Black

€44.95
PL30153 - 53 cm / 20.9 inch
PL30157 - 57 cm / 22.5 inch

Triple Leather Bracelet - Red
€ 44.95

PL30253 - 53 cm / 20.9 inch
PL30257 - 57 cm / 22.5 inch

Triple Leather Bracelet - Purple
€44.95

PL30353 - 53 cm / 20.9 inch
PL30357 - 57 cm / 22.5 inch



www.auroracharm.com
info@auroracharm.com

Facebook: Aurora Charm  
(https://www.facebook.com/AuroraJewelleryIreland/) 

Customers can also find us on:  
Instagram (https://www.instagram.com/auroracharm/)  

Twitter (https://twitter.com/auroracharm)

Official retailers 
Pianeta Beads ( Italy )

                             Perlen Odense ( Denmark )
                             Sperky s pribehem  (Czech Republic )

                             Bead Sensation  (The Netherland )
                             Amora Beads (Brazil )


